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This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book
﴾without typos﴿ from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1860 edition. Excerpt: ... CHAPTER XXVIII. MEDICINAL RECIPES, ETC.
CAUTIONS IN VISITING SICK ROOMS. Never venture into a sick room in a violent perspiration, ﴾if circumstances require a continuance
there for any time, ﴿ for the moment the body becomes cold, it is in a state likely to absorb the infection, and receive the disease. Nor visit a
sick person ﴾especially if the complaint be of a contagious nature﴿ with an empty stomach as this disposes the system more readily to
receive the infection. In attending a sick person, stand where the air passes from the door or window to the bed of the diseased, not betwixt
the diseased person and any fire that is in the room, as the heat of the fire will draw the infectious vapor in that direction, and much danger
would arise from breathing in it. FOR CHILDREN TROUBLED WITH WORMS. Take the leaves of sage, powdered fine and mixed with a little
honey, a teaspoon full for a dose or flour of sulphur mixed with honey, is good for worms. Sweetened milk, with a little alum added to it, is
good to turn worms. FOR FITS CAUSED BY WORMS. Take cream sweetened with molasses, and pour it down the throat of the child it will
immediately give relief, and turn the worms. FOUL TEETH. The teeth sometimes become yellow or black without any adventitious matter
being observed on them at other timn* they become foul, and give a taint to the breath, in consequence of the natural mucus of the mouth,
or part of the food remaining too long about them. The most frequent cause of foul teeth is the substance called tartar, which seems to be a
deposition from the saliva, and with which the teeth are often almost entirely encrusted. When this substance is allowed to remain, it
insinuates itself between the gums and the teeth, and then gets down upon..
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